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p>What is the idea?This week's 1001 startup idea is about establishing a business to
provide small loans using a cellular and web-based application. The startup is going to be
a finance company which shall provide loan borrowers that are small to loans to the term.
It can cater to the market of people who don't have a credit rating or have a bad credit
history and are employed with a consistent salary record.,The startup will operate with
employers of the borrowers in this regard. The organization will enroll with the startup
and supply access to the startup upon request by the employee.

The employee will even upload the bank account statement to demonstrate a track record
of capital utilisation by the employee. Once the loan is approved, the employee will
authorise the employer to deduct the loan instalment in the salary and cover off the
startup.,Economy DefinitionThe startup is going to be on par with a cash back startup and
supply smallshort-term loans to people to meet their one-time or regular expenditures.
Payday lending across the world is a enormous industry.,According to Community
Financial Services Association of America, Business analysts quote 20,600 payday loan
places across the United States expand about 38.5 billion in short term credit to millions
of working Americans in 19 million households who experience cash flow shortfalls. In
addition, it states that in addition to becoming a valuable source of charge for many
customers, the payday advance industry produces a substantial contribution to the U.S.
and state economies employing more than 50,000 Americans who make two billion in
wages earning more than 2.6 billion in federal, state, and local taxes.,'' A report titled'The
Condition of Online Short-Term Funding' by G. Michael Flores, Bretton-Woods, Inc.
which spanned 15.3 million records by three credit agencies from 2012-2014 and 3.7
million unmarried payment and instalment loan records from seven lenders from 20122014 stated the following facts:,For Single Payment Loans:Average median loan amount
is 428. Median loan cost is 113. Normal median loan term is 20 days.Average median
annual days are 73 days.,For Instalment loans:Average median loan amount is 667.
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Median loan cost is 690. Average long-term is 148 days.Average per cent annual days are
135 daysThe report also quotes Jeffries report, that stated that requirement for the small
dollar, short-term charge remains important in the past couple of years with a small
reduction of 8 percent in 49 billion in 2012 to 45 billion in 2014.,Competitor
AnalysisThere are a lot of payday lenders who've been providing short-term modest
loans. There's been a dissatisfaction amongst their customers, for using practices and
assorted regulators across the globe have come down greatly. In reality, Payday lender
commercials were prohibited by Google in 2016. It does not offer you the loan
merchandise. The practices employed by Payday lenders and the crackdown of regulatory
authorities on these have contributed to the rise of different fintech startups that want to
re evaluate and interrupt this sector that was broken.
Companies like Lenny and Uberima are trying to address this issue by providing
attractive rates and fair schemes to borrowers.,Pain Point Target AudienceThe target
client market for this business is that the'short term small loan borrowers (as much as
USD 1500) using a bad or no credit rating falling in the lower income group'. The
customers are reaching out to different payday lenders to satisfy their short-term money
requirements. These lenders are benefiting from offering loans and financial condition at
interest rates which goes up to 400%. ,Value PropositionThe start-up not only provides
borrowers access to capital but may also provide benefits like much lower interest rates
and customised repayment instalment program compared to payday lenders. And also
these loans will be offered with no security. Along with this, by syncing with employers,
it can ensure hassle free repayments via instalments by deduction by the salary.,Company

ModelThe startup will offer loans to lower income collection customers and earn money
by way of interest earnings.
There is an extensive space to help the lower income category with technology's usage. A
firm called Squirrel by way of example, that calls itself a fiscal health system' also
partners to help employees funding save and pay invoices directly. This is an immediate
business to customer model in which there is a risk of non-repayment of all loans.
Therefore, that the tie-ups with employers are essential to mitigate the chance of
default.,MilestonesThe startup should aim disbursing loans to 5000 customers in first one
year deploying each of the first capital and should ensure a steady circulation of capital.
Once the startup can successfully penetrate in one market, it can target the other markets
by increasing funds.,Fintech companies (24) with its favorable regulatory environment'.
In the event you're considering launching a business on these lines, please give us a note
to Yostartups.com and we will be happy to help.This is a niche product that has the
potential of disrupting the forever prevalent payday lender market. The startup would
have to ensure that it implements the version in a tiny scale, so the investors see the
possibility of scaling up.
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